Plasterer and Stucco Mason Helper
Barrington Plastering, Inc
564 Davis Road, Lawrenceville, Gwinnett, Georgia (300460000)(public transit accessible)
Number of openings: 10
Application closing date: 3/21/2021
Normal working days: weekdays
Normal work shifts: First (day)
Green
Assist plasterers by doing general site cleanup preparation, moving materials to and from site, mixing plaster under supervision of plasterer. Clean
up site after job completion. Barrigon Plastering, Inc, 564 Davis Road, Lawrenceville, GA, 30046. (04/01/202112/15/2021). 10 Fulltime
temporary workers. No education, 1month construction experience. 40 hrs/wk @ $14.06/hr, 7:00 am to 4:00 pm, MF, No OT.
*Necessary tools, supplies, and equipment provided at no charge.
Transportation provided to and from work sites from central meeting point. Worksite in Fulton County, GA. Workers will be paid weekly using a
single workweek as a standard for computing wages due.
Wage Rates, Special Pay Information, and Deductions
The offered wage in the job order equals or exceeds the highest of the prevailing wage or Federal minimum wage, State minimum wage, or local
minimum wage. The employer must pay at least the offered wage, free and clear, during the entire period of the contract. Workers will be paid
weekly using a single workweek as a standard for computing wages due.
All deductions from the worker’s paycheck required by law will be made. No deductions will be made which reduce a worker’s wages below the
required rate. In GA State, the only deductions that can be taken from worker pay are:
1. Those required by law, such as Social Security, income tax, and garnishment of wages; and
2. Those that benefit workers and are authorized in writing, such as life insurance, or a savings account.
Any other deductions are illegal.
If, before the expiration date specified in the job order, the services of the worker are no longer required for reasons beyond the control of the
employer due to fire, weather, or other Act of God, or similar unforeseeable manmade catastrophic event (such as an oil spill or controlled
flooding) that is wholly outside the employer's control that makes the fulfillment of the job order impossible, the employer may terminate the job
order with the approval of the CO. The employer must make efforts to transfer the H2B worker or worker in corresponding employment to other
comparable employment acceptable to the worker and consistent with the Immigration and Nationality Act, as applicable. If a transfer is not
affected, the employer must return the worker, at the employer's expense, to the place from which the worker (disregarding intervening
employment) came to work for the employer, or transport the worker to the worker's next certified H2B employer, whichever the worker prefers.
On or before each payday the employer will provide to each worker in one or more written statements the following information: (1) the worker's
total earnings for each workweek in the pay period; (2) the worker's hourly rate and/or piece rate of pay; (3) for each workweek in the pay period
the hours of employment offered to the worker; (4) for each workweek in the pay period the hours actually worked by the worker; (5) an
itemization of all deductions made from or additions made to the worker's wages; (6) if piece rates are used, the units produced daily; (7) the
beginning and ending dates of the pay period; and (8) the employer's name, address and FEIN.
The employer guarantees to offer work for hours equal to at least 3/4 of the workdays in each 12 week period of the total employment period.
Transportation, Subsistence, and Fees
Employer agrees to reimburse inbound transportation and subsistence expenses ($12.68 per day minimum, without receipts, to a maximum of
$55.00 per day, with receipts) from the place from which the worker has come to work for the employer, whether in the U.S. or abroad, to the
place of employment if the worker completes 50 percent of the period of employment covered by the job order (not counting any extensions).
The employer will reimburse the transportation and subsistence directly, at a minimum the most economical and reasonable common carrier cost of
the transportation and subsistence to the worker.
If the worker completes the period of employment covered by the job order (not counting any extensions), or if the worker is dismissed from
employment for any reason by the employer before the end of the period, and the worker has no immediate subsequent H2B employment, the
employer must provide or pay at the time of departure for the worker's cost of return transportation and daily subsistence from the place of
employment to the place from which the worker, disregarding intervening employment, departed to work for the employer. If the worker has
contracted with a subsequent employer that has not agreed in the job order to provide or pay for the worker's transportation from the employer's
worksite to such subsequent employer's worksite, the employer must provide or pay for that transportation and subsistence. If the worker has
contracted with a subsequent employer that has agreed in the job order to provide or pay for the worker's transportation from the employer's
worksite to such subsequent employer's worksite, the subsequent employer must provide or pay for such expenses.
The amount of the transportation payment must be no less (and is not required to be more) than the most economical and reasonable common
carrier transportation charges for the distances involved. If applicable, employer will provide transportation, at no cost to the worker, to the actual
work site and return at the end of the day. H2B workers will be reimbursed in the first workweek for all visa, visa processing, border crossing,
and other related fees, including those mandated by the government (excluding passport fees).
Tools and Equipment
The employer will provide workers at no charge all tools, supplies, and equipment required to perform the job.
Requirements
40 hours per week
Applicants must have at least 1 months experience
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Tools and Equipment
The employer will provide workers at no charge all tools, supplies, and equipment required to perform the job.
Requirements
40 hours per week
Applicants must have at least 1 months experience
Salary
Salary range $14.06  $14.06 Hourly
The hours for this role are Fulltime, Temporary
About Barrington Plastering, Inc
Assist plasterers by doing general site cleanup preparation, moving materials to and from site, mixing plaster under supervision of plasterer. Clean
up site after job completion. Barrigon Plastering, Inc, 564 Davis Road, Lawrenceville, GA, 30046. (04/01/202112/15/2021). 10 Fulltime
temporary workers. No education, 1month construction experience. 40 hrs/wk @ $14.06/hr, 7:00 am to 4:00 pm, MF, No OT. *Necessary
tools, supplies, and equipment provided at no charge. Transportation provided to and from work sites from central meeting point. Worksite in
Fulton County, GA. Workers will be paid weekly using a single workweek as a standard for computing wages due. Applicants will inquire about
the job opportunity or send applications, indications of availability, and/or resumes directly to the nearest office of the SWA in the State: Atlanta
Career Center, Georgia Department of Labor, 223 Courtland Street, Atlanta, GA 30303, 4042324700.
REF/1100023792/5710508914
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